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TECHNOLOGY

WHAT IS THIS RSS THING?
RSS stands for “Really Simple Syndication” and is a tool that
allows you (the user) to automatically get updates to a website
without having to visit the site. RSS is generally used for web
pages that frequently change and add new content, like news
sites, blogs or podcasts.  

The document that is produced is known as a “feed,” and is 
either the complete text of the site, or a summary of the 
information on the page. You read the feeds in your “feed
reader” or “aggregator.”  

Feeds allow the user to get information sent to them, instead
of the user having to seek out information. For instance, if
you love science news, you can set up a feed for a news 
webpage that will send new articles to your feed reader as
they are posted. You can then look at your feed reader at
your convenience to read the articles, and never have to
worry about missing one again. Additionally, many 
aggregators have the ability to save articles, or clippings, that
you find interesting and may want to reference later. To state
it simply, RSS makes it possible for information to come to
you, instead of you going to the information.

WHAT DO RSS, FEEDS, AND FEED 
READERS HAVE TO DO WITH 
MARKETING AND PR IN YOUR LIBRARY?
First of all, many bloggers write solely on the topic of 
marketing, PR, branding and other related issues. These blogs
are written by professionals in the field and their posts can
help you understand terminology and techniques you can in
turn apply in your library, even though they are primarily

Using RSS in Libraries for Research
and Professional Development

written for an audience that operates in the corporate world. 

Additionally, some bloggers write about marketing and PR 
issues in libraries. The information they provide often comes
in the form of an example of what another library is doing in
their community, which can be applied to yours.

Finally, you can sometimes find RSS feeds on library 
websites. Some libraries have blogs you can subscribe to.
Others have feeds for new items added to the catalog, for the
calendar items, and even for updates to their home pages. The
Hennepin County Library's site has many examples of how
feeds can be used to bring web content directly to the user.
(See www.hclib.org/pub/search/RSS.cfm for a list feeds 
Hennepin County Library provides).

Subscribing to a library's feeds can alert you to events and
programs that are going on in your area (or at a library
whose services you admire). You can get ideas for programs
sent directly to you through a calendar feed. A library blog
feed or announcement feed might give you new ideas for
reaching out to your users.
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TECHNOLOGY

Although many aggregators or feed readers are available for
download and are run from your desktop, this article only fo-
cuses on readers that are run from the web. A web-based
reader is available at home, at the office, or anywhere you can
access the internet. Desktop readers can only be used on the
computer where the program is loaded. This article highlights
two of the most common web-based aggregators.

Google Reader requires a free Google account - if you already
use other Google services like Gmail or iGoogle, you do not
need to create a new one. 

You can group your feeds using folders. You can also describe
blogs and posts with tags that further describe the content.
You can also star, or save, posts that you want to read or ref-
erence at a later date. 

You can “share” posts to create a “link blog” which creates a
webpage you can share with others. Google Reader also offers
a “trends” page that tracks what you read, how often you
read, and what items you share and star. Google Reader can
be recommended for its simplicity and ease of use. Beginners
should adapt to its layout and functionality quickly, and with
few problems, especially those who are already familiar with
other Google products like Gmail, or Google Groups.

Bloglines also requires a free account. Although many of the
same features as Google Reader are present, Bloglines pres-
ents them in slightly different ways.

Much like Google Reader, you can add your feeds to folders
to group blogs on the same topic. You can also save blog

"clippings" - posts you want to keep to reference or read at a
later date.

Bloglines also offers a couple of features that aren't available
in Google Reader. Unlike Google Reader's link blog, the Blog-
lines blog allows you to not only share posts, but also com-
ment on them. This blog can be private (accessible only to
you) or public (accessible to anyone). You can also choose to
share your entire "blogroll," or the list of blogs you cur-
rently subscribe to. 

Bloglines also offers a feature called "Playlists" which allows

Where do I find aggregators or
feed readers?
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TECHNOLOGY

you to create different lists of the blogs you subscribe to. For
instance, you might create a Playlist of the blogs you want to
read on a daily basis, and another playlist for blogs you can
read once a week that are less important to you. 

Bloglines also offers a "Comment" link on the bottom of
each post that links the reader directly to the originating blog
to leave comments there on the post.

Ultimately, Bloglines is a more powerful tool than Google
Reader because it offers a lot more features to share your
thoughts with other users and organize your feeds. However,

it does not offer tagging of blogs and posts. Additionally
Bloglines tends to be a little slower in loading posts than
Google Reader (especially if you haven't read your posts in a
while), and occasionally has a hard time formatting the RSS
document it gets from certain blogs.  It also does not offer the
statistical information on your reading habits that Google
Reader does. 

Despite these flaws, Bloglines is highly recommended for any
type of user. Its design and format are easy to navigate. The
Playlist, Blogging and Blogrolls features can immediately be
implemented by more experienced users to help facilitate
their feed experience and manage their blog-reading time
more wisely.

These are but two web-based readers you can use out of
many. As aforementioned, readers also can be installed on
your computer (the advantage being you can read your feeds
off-line) or even read through your e-mail. You can get a
fairly comprehensive list of the readers available at
http://dmoz.org/Computers/Software/Internet/Clients/www
/Feed_Readers/. This directory divides the readers into cate-
gories like web-based, e-mail based, and operating system
based. It even provides a list of other feed reader directories.

If you would like more information on RSS, feeds, and aggre-
gators, type the terms into your favorite search engine. A
plethora of links will appear!

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

http://www.commoncraft.com/rss_plain_english
Commoncraft has produced a great web video on RSS. In
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simple, visual language, it describes what RSS is, and what it
can do for you.

http://www.archive.org/details/BloglinesTutorial
Teacher's 2.0 has produced a web video on setting up a Blog-
lines account, and walks you through adding feeds to your
account. It uses the Firefox web browser on a Mac, but the in-
terfaces are similar enough, you should have very little trou-
ble following the instructions in a different browser or on a
Windows computer. Also, to view this video, you will need to
click on the link underneath the "Play/Download" menu on
the left hand side of the page.

http://tinyurl.com/ap42n
This blog post has a screen shot based tutorial of setting up a
Bloglines account, and then using it to subscribe to RSS feeds.
These screen shots are also from a Mac.

http://tinyurl.com/yvmzvv
This blog has a webvideo on setting up Google Reader, and
subscribing to feeds. It also highlights some of the more ad-
vanced features of Google Reader, like the link blog, and
adding tags.

http://mefeedia.com/entry/3151418/
This webvideo walks you through adding and deleting a feed
from Google Reader. It also has tips for using your time
wisely when using the reader - describing how to use key-
board shortcuts, and using the starring feature.

Once you have a feed reader, or ag-
gregator, you have to find feeds to
subscribe to! Subscribing to feeds is
often as easy as clicking a button.

The orange icon (at right) is the
most common way people use on
their sites to indicate a feed is avail-
able. You might even see two of
these icons - one pointing to a feed
for the entries, the other to a feed
for the comments. Sometimes the
icons may look like these (at right).
All of these icons indicate that the
website you are viewing can be added to a feed
reader. If you can't find an icon that looks exactly like
these, look for one that has the initials XML or RSS on
or near it.

When you click on the icon, generally you will be
taken to another site where you can choose which
feed reader you use, and the site will add the feed to
your reader automatically.

You can also right click on the icon and choose the
option that says something like “Copy Link” or “Copy
link location.” Then you go to your aggregator and
find a link that says something like “Add site” or 
“Subscribe,” which will allow you to paste the link into
your reader.

Bloglines and Google Reader also have a button you
can download and install in your web browser that
looks for a feed for a site, and automatically 
subscribes to it. 

Once you have subscribed to a feed, updates will start
appearing in your reader whenever the site is updated!

Looking for the RSS icon for your materials... try this
www.feedicons.com.

TECHNOLOGY

HOW DO I SUBSCRIBE
TO FEEDS?
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Many libraries these days are publishing their own blogs.
Some take the form of book reviews, interesting questions,
announcements about upcoming programs, and some even
address current events in the community.  You too can 
publish your own content by writing your very own 
library blog! 

Remember, a blog is not simply one-way communication.
Blogs are interactive, allowing the writer and reader to 
conduct a conversation. Therefore, a blog is a way to create a
community space on-line for your library. It's more than an
electronic newsletter (although it can be used in that way).
By inviting your customers to leave comments, you tell

them you value their thoughts and feelings, and create 
buy-in for the library, since the customer now has a voice.

HOW CAN BLOGGING HELP MARKET MY
LIBRARY?

Blogging at the library (and advertising your blog) can help
reach a segment of the population who already use this 
format. It creates a community space specifically for them.
Additionally, your library blog may appeal to those who 
currently don't use the library ___ and bring them in at a later
date. After all, you don't have to come into the library to
subscribe to a blog!

TECHNOLOGY

Blogging in the Library
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TECHNOLOGY

FIVE TIPS FOR 
SETTING UP A BLOG.

• Have at least one person be dedicated to 
posting something at least once a week. Many 
library blogs have a team of writers, so just one 
person is not burdened with posting. If more 
people work on the blog, the posts are probably 
going to be more frequent as well.

• Set up guidelines for comments, and share them 
with the public.  Are comments going to be 
moderated (read through before posting)? Will 
you allow anonymous comments? Are you even 
going to allow comments?  If not, why?

• Set up guidelines for the kinds of posts your 
staff can make. Are you going to refer to the 
library by its initials or full name? Will you allow 
staff to host photographs on the blog - and what
kinds of photos can be posted? Do posts need to
be a certain length?

• Think about blog topics. Will you need to stay 
away from certain subjects? Will every post 
connect back to an item in the library?

• Be dedicated. There's nothing worse than a blog 
that does great for a few months, and then dies 
because no one kept it up. Remember, your blog 
will be viewable to people around the world! 

The most obvious way to use a blog to market your library is
for library news. Announcements of upcoming events and
programs for all ages can be posted to the blog. Of course,
these kinds of posts don't do much to elicit comments from
blog readers.

You can use your blog to have an on-line book discussion. Is
your library participating in a One Book-One City program?
Blog about it and have people share their thoughts. Are you
trying to build a new collection of manga? Blog about it and
invite reader suggestions for their favorite titles. 

Do you have customers who clamor for book suggestions,
and are always want news of new releases? Blog about the in-
coming titles your library has purchased. Consider creating
categories for certain kinds of titles - mystery, science fiction,
travel. Invite reader comments on the books they have read.

The library blog has the potential to become a space for on-
line users to communicate their interest in the library and li-
brary services. The inherent nature of the blog, and its 
connections to the outside world, let people participate in yet
another way in the community.
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TECHNOLOGY

SOCIAL NETWORKING
U S I N G  F L I C K R ,  M Y S P A C E  &  M O R E

Libraries also use Web 2.0 technologies to connect with their
current and potential customers in the online world. A Web
2.0 presence can be used effectively to produce positive PR
for your library.  Social networking users access their per-
sonal pages several times a day, so it’s one of the best ways to
keep them abreast of current library information. These sites
are where web denizens, especially younger generations,
“hang out” so it’s a good place to hook them into library use. 

Let’s take a look at a few of these technologies to see what
they offer.

Everyone is talking about Web 2.0 technologies, like Facebook, MySpace, LinkedIn, Flickr, del.icio.us,

Yelp!, YouTube, Wikipedia and more. Pages and pages of this booklet could be filled with sites that allow

people to connect online. People use these technologies not only for entertainment, but also to share 

information about their lives and interests, get recommendations on services, and maintain  

relationships with friends and families. 

FLICKR – WWW.FLICKR.COM

Flickr’s most basic functions help you organize and publish
photos.  That’s it. A basic account is free. More “advanced”
accounts with more features do cost a nominal amount. 

Flickr will accept photos from just about any medium and
format: phones, digital cameras, PDAs, and even old fashioned
photos and documents that have been scanned. Uploading
them to the site is simple – just use their on-line uploader,
email, or download their easy-to-use uploading software,
which features drag-and-drop capabilities.
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Once you have uploaded the photos to Flickr, you can start
adding titles, tags and descriptions, and even creating sets
(think albums). You can “highlight” certain sections of your
photo using “notes” which pop up when you hover your
mouse over the photo. Users can search on your metadata to
find your photos, add you as a friend, subscribe to your pho-
tos, and even post comments about your photos. If you want,
you can even make some of your photos public, private (visi-
ble only to you), or visible to people you have tagged as
friends or family. 

When you have a base of photos, you can add them to groups
– collections of different users’ photos in one central place. A
search on the keyword “library” on Flickr Groups found over
3,500 library based collections in December 2008! A “library”
keyword search on the photos found over 1.2 million hits.

The photos on your Flickr site can also easily be incorporated
into your library’s website, blog, or even other social 
networking tools. 

Best of all, these photos will remain accessible to you, other

library staff and your customers forever, or at least until
Flickr disappears as a website (probably not in the foreseeable
future-it’s been around since 2004). You don’t have to worry
about site maintenance, server fees, and disappearing links. 
Best of all, you’ve got easily accessible photos all about your 
library! Use your flickr account to publish photos of fun activi-
ties, upload flyers, post historic photographs – your content is
only limited by you. Advertise your Flickr presence to your
users – they’ll enjoy being a part of the library’s online com-
munity. When your customers become actively involved in
your site, the library love will begin to flow! People like to feel
like they are a part of a community, and enjoy being involved.

Take a look at the Flickr Tour (http://www.flickr.com/tour/)
to see how easy it is to get started. 

THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND FOR YOUR
FLICKR ACCOUNT:

• PRIVACY – have a chat with your legal counsel about 
posting photos of people, especially minors. You may 
need to have a photo release on file.

• COPYRIGHT – all photos posted have automatic 
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copyright. You can adjust the individual copyright on 
your photos using Creative Commons Licensing. If 
you are posting images from an archive, make sure you
own the copyright for them. If your event included a 
photographer, make sure you actually own the right to 
post the pictures. Your legal counsel should be able to 
guide you through this process.

• ACCESS AND MODERATION – each Flickr 
account only has one login. You’ll need to decide who 
gets access to the user name and password. Are you 
going to have multiple accounts for your different 
libraries, or one big account for everyone that gets 
shared? Additionally, you may want someone to 
monitor comments posted to your photos, or decide to 
turn off commenting completely. 

A THING CALLED MYSPACE
Myspace.com is a place where you can stay connected to 
people within your on-line community. You can “friend” 
others who in turn friend you. You can leave comments on
your friend's sites, read their blogs, and even see what other
friends they have. 

So, instead of connecting with people in a coffee shop, on the
street corner, in a booth at a craft fair, you connect with 
people on-line, in a virtual environment.  

In June 2008, MySpace had 117,582 unique visits
(http://www.comscore.com/press/release.asp?press=2396).
Granted, not many of these visitors to the social networking
site were there to look for library services. Many were there
to network - like the site was set up: to find old friends, make
new ones, and keep in touch. 

The bottom line is that there very well could be space on 
MySpace to connect to users in a new way. Certainly many
libraries have been using MySpace as a tool to reach out to
their teen users, but remember that people other than teens
(like those elusive 20-somethings) also use the site.

ISN'T MYSPACE DANGEROUS?
MySpace had recently gotten a lot of press about being an
unsafe place for children. A simple news search on MySpace
Safety brings up scores of hits, many of them from just the
last hour! Many libraries and schools have banned the site
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from being accessed, partially because of fear of internet
predators. Although many more have banned the site because
of its popularity and time-sucking tendencies. 

Each library who creates a MySpace page is going to address
this issue a little differently. Perhaps you will only let other
libraries and authors friend you. Perhaps you will not accept
comments from people who are not pre-approved. But an 
increasing amount of libraries, parents and kids have begun
to pay attention to Internet Safety and privacy concerns. You
can use your MySpace page to even educate others about
these issues. 

To get ideas and advice, contact libraries in your area who
have set up a MySpace profile to see how they have handled
the issues of safety and privacy.

HOW CAN MYSPACE HELP MARKET
YOUR LIBRARY?

MySpace has several features that libraries can use to market
themselves and their services. 

You can use MySpace as a portal to library services. MySpace
Allows users to post links to outside sites. Does your library
subscribe to Live Homework Help? Link to it on your 
MySpace Page! Do you have chat reference services? Provide
information for that service to MySpace Users as well. 

MySpace allows users to post blog entries too. Other users
can subscribe to your MySpace blog and automatically get
updates. Use your blog to announce a program that is 
upcoming, or generate discussion about a local issue. 

MySpace has a calendar feature that you can use to post
events. MySpace allows others to leave comments on your
profile, and lets you leave comments in turn. 

If your library already has a teen advisory board, let them
create a MySpace profile for themselves. They can post
events, get comments from other teens in the community,
and use it as a recruitment tool. 

MySpace Profiles are free. Use them to connect to users in
your community who are already using MySpace to meet
friends.

FACEBOOK SHMACEBOOK!

If you think MySpace is hot, check out Facebook. Remember
those 115 million unique hits that MySpace had for the
month of April 2008? Facebook matched it in April for the
very first time. Alexa.com lists Facebook as the 5th most pop-
ular site on the Internet world wide (although when you look
at the list for the United States, MySpace still beats it). 

So what is Facebook? Just like MySpace it lets users create a
profile, add pictures and videos, connect with friends and
family, and a whole lot more. In Facebook, your library will
be considered a “page” that individual people become “fans”
of (rather than acting as an individual person as with My-
Space).

Facebook is geared towards a slightly older crowd than My-
Space – it first became popular with the college-aged crowd,
but people from all age groups also use it.
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Just like MySpace, it can be a place to link back to your site,
where people can leave comments and suggestions, and just a
place for the library to be another on-line presence where
people are spending their time.

Facebook also has blog-like capabilities where you can post
links and other material that people can subscribe to. It has a
myriad of other features that you can add on, too, like a dis-
cussion board. 

STRATEGIES FOR WEB 2.0 PR

Web 2.0 technologies do require some commitment from 
library staff. Here are just a few things to keep in mind when
you think about using any site in your library. There are tons
of sites out there that can be used in many different ways. 

• WHO’S IN CHARGE? Someone needs to be the 
go-to person for the site. This person should be in 
charge of editing, posting new things frequently (or 
assigning people to post things), monitoring the site 
for vandalism, inappropriate comments, or moderated 
comments. 

• HOW ARE WE GOING TO USE IT? Is the site 
primarily going to be a placeholder that links to you 
main webpage? Are you going to have unique 
content? Are we going to target a particular 
demographic with the site?

• WHAT ARE OUR POLICIES? What kinds of 
things will you post? Who will have editing 
capabilities? How will you let people link to your site?
How will you manage the public’s contributions (or 
will you care)? Will you need releases for photos and 

videos? What about copyright issues?
• WHO’S GOING TO PAY FOR IT? Many sites are 

free (like MySpace and Facebook) but have a lot of ads 
that you can’t control. Some sites are free but also 
have a subscription service – like Flickr – that gives 
you more privileges and freedoms. Then there’s the 
staff cost. The person or people who are going to be in 
charge of it will need to time to update and maintain 
the site.

• UPDATE, UPDATE, UPDATE! Remember, many 
users access their social networking sites multiple 
times a day. Many users set up emails and text 
messages that tell them when one of their friends have
updated their site. If you don’t keep the information 
on your site current, your customers will loose 
interest. Your library can only be an active part in the 
online community if you participate in that 
community. 

Most of these sites are really easy to set up and begin using,
even if you don’t have a “techie” bone in your body. A few
minutes of your time will create a profile. A bit more work
will create some content. Then, it’s up to you. Just remember,
if you create a site, keep using it. 

Promote it within your library in the beginning. Once people
learn about your presence it will grow organically, person by
person.  And soon your library can be a contributing member
to the 2.0 world!
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